Abstract. The desire for exible networking services has given rise to the concept of active networks." Active networks provide a general framework for designing and implementing network-embedded services, typically by means of a programmable network infrastructure. A programmable network infrastructure creates signi cant new challenges for securing the network infrastructure. This paper begins with an overview of active networking. It then moves to security issues, beginning with a threat model for active networking, moving through an enumeration of the challenges for system designers, and ending with a survey of approaches for meeting those challenges. The Secure Active Networking Environment SANE realizes many o f these approaches; an implementation exists and provides acceptable performance for even the most aggressive active networking proposals such as active packets sometimes called capsules". We close the paper with a discussion of open problems and an attempt to prioritize them.
What is Active Networking ?
In networking architectures a design choice can be made between:
1. Restricting the actions of the network infrastructure to transport, and 2. easing those restrictions to permit on-the-y customization of the network infrastructure. The data-transport model, which has been successfully applied in the IP Internet and other networks, is called passive networking since the infrastructure e.g., IP routers is mostly indi erent to the packets passing through, and their actions forwarding and routing cannot be directly in uenced by users. This is not to say that the switches do not perform complex computations as a result of receiving or forwarding a packet. Rather, the nature of these computations cannot dynamically change beyond the fairly basic con guration options provided by the manufacturer of the switch.
In contrast, active networking allows network-embedded functionality other than transport. For current systems, this functionality ranges from WWW proxy caches, multicasting Dee89 and RSVP BZB + 97 to rewalls. Since each of these independently designed and supported functions could be carried out as an application of a more general infrastructure, the architecture of such active infrastructures is now being investigated aggressively.
The basic principle employed is the use of programmability, as this allows many applications to be created, including those not foreseen by the designers of the switch. There are a number of forms this programmability can take, including treating each packet as a program active packets or capsules" and programming or reprogramming network elements on-the-y with select packets. Note that the latter approach subsumes the former, as a program may b e loaded that treats all subsequent packets as programs.
Why is Active Network Security Interesting?
From a security perspective, a large scale infrastructure with user access to programming capabilities, even if restricted, creates a wide variety of di cult challenges. Most directly, since the basis of security is controlled access to resources, the increased complexity of the managed resources makes securing them much more di cult. Since security" is best thought of as a mapping between a policy and a set of predicates maintained through actions, the policy must be more complex than, in as much as they exist, equivalent policies of present-day networks, resulting in an explosion in the set of predicates.
For example, the ability to load a new queuing discipline may be attractive from a resource control perspective, but if the queuing discipline can replace that of an existing user, the replacement policy must be speci ed, and its implementation carefully controlled through one or more policy enforcement mechanisms.
Additionally, such a scenario forces the de nition of principals and objects with which policies are associated. When compared with the policy at a basic IP router no principals, datagram delivery guarantees, FIFO queuing, etc. it can be seen why securing active networks is di cult.
Virtual and Real Resources
As the role of active networking elements is to store, compute and forward, the managed resources are those required to store packets, operate on them, and forward them to other elements. The resources provided to various principals at any instant cannot exceed the real resources e.g., output port bandwidth available at that instant. This emphasis on real resources and time implies that a conventional object, principal, access 3-tuple for an access control list ACL is inadequate.
To provide controlled access to real resources, with real time constraints, a fourth element to represent duration either absolute or periodic must be added, giving object, principal, access, QoS guarantees . This remains an ACL, but is not virtualized" by leaving time unspeci ed and making eventual" access acceptable. We should point out that this new element in the ACL can be encoded as part of the access eld. Similarly, w e need not use an actual ACL, but we m a y use mechanisms that can be expressed in terms of ACLS and are better-suited for distributed systems.
Terminology
The term trust is used heavily in computer security. Unfortunately, the term has several de nitions depending on who uses it and how the term is used. In fact, the U.S. Department of Defense's Orange Book DOD85 , which de ned several levels of security a computer host could provide, de nes trust ambiguously. The de nition of trust used herein is a slight modi cation of that by Neumann Neu95 . An object is de ned as trusted when the object operates as expected according to design and policy. A stronger trust statement is when an object is trustworthy. A trustworthy object is one that has been shown in some convincing manner, e.g., a formal code-review or formal mathematical analysis, to operate as expected. A security-critical object is one which the security | de ned by a policy | of the system depends on the proper operation of the object. A security-critical object can be considered trusted, which is usually the case in most secure systems, but unfortunately this leads to an unnecessary profusion of such objects.
We note the distinction between trust and integrity: Trust is determined through the veri cation of components and the dependencies among them. Integrity demonstrates that components have not been modi ed. Thus integrity checking in a trustworthy system is about preserving an established trust or trust relationship.
Threat Model
An active network infrastructure is very di erent from the current Internet AAKS98a . In the latter, the only resources consumed by a packet at a router are:
1. the memory needed to temporarily store it, and 2. the CPU cycles necessary to nd the correct route. Even if IP Pos81 option processing is needed, the CPU overhead is still quite small compared to the cost of executing an active packet. In such a n e n vironment, strict resource control in the intermediate routers was considered non-critical. Thus, security policies Atk95 are enforced end-to-end. While this approach has worked well in the past, there are several problems. First, denial-of -service attacks are relatively easy to mount, due to this simple resource model. Attacks to the infrastructure itself are possible, and result in major network connectivity loss. Finally, it is very di cult to provide enforceable quality-of-service guarantees. BZB + 97
Active Networks, being more exible, considerably expand the threat possibilities, because of the increased numbers of potential points of vulnerability. F or example, when a packet containing code to execute arrives, the system typically must:
Identify the sending network element. Identify the sending user. Grant access to appropriate resources based on these identi cations. Allow execution based on the authorizations and security policy.
In networking terminology, the rst three steps comprise a form of admission control, while the nal step is a form of policing. Security violations occur when a policy is violated, e.g., reading a private packet, or exceeding some speci ed resource usage. In the present-day I n ternet, intermediate network elements e.g., routers very rarely have to perform any of these checks. This is a result of the best-e ort resource allocation policies inherent i n I P n e t working.
Denial-of-Service Attacks. Cryptographic mechanisms have proven remarkably successful for functions such as identi cation and authentication. These functions typically although not necessarily are used in protocols with a virtual time model, which is concerned with sequencing of events rather than more constrained sequencing of events with time limits the real time model. The cases where time limits are observed are almost always for reasons of robustness, e.g., to force eventual termination. Since such timeouts are intended for extreme circumstances, they are long enough so that they can cope with any reasonable delay.
In an environment where a considerable fraction and perhaps eventually a majority of the tra c will be continuous media tra c, security m ust include resource management and protection with an eye to preserving timing properties. In particular, a pernicious form of attack" is the so-called denial-of-service" attack. The basic principle applied in such an attack is that while wresting control of the service is desirable, the goal can be achieved if the opponent cannot use the service. This principle has been used in military communications strategies, e.g., the use of radio jamming" to frustrate an opponent's communications, and most recently in denying service to Internet Service Provider servers using a TCP SYN ood attack P an96, DRI96 . Another very e ective even crippling attack on a computer system can occur due to scheduling algorithms which implicitly embed design assumptions.
To look at an example in some detail, consider the so-called recursive shell" shown in Figure 1 .
The shell script invokes itself. This is in fact a natural programming style, except that the process of invoking a shell script consists mainly of executing two heavyweight system calls, fork and exec, which, respectively, create a new copy o f t h e current process and replace the current process with a new process created from an executable le. Since the program spends the majority of its time executing system calls, which in UNIX cause the operating system to execute on behalf of the user at high priority the system's resources are typically consumed by this program including CPU time and table space used for holding process control blocks.
With an active network element, it is easy to imagine situations where user programs or errant system programs run amok, and make the network elements useless for basic tasks. The solution, we believe, is to constrain real resources associated with active network programs. For example, if we limited the principal e.g., a user" invoking the recursive shell script to 10 of the CPU time, or 10 of the system memory, the process would either limit its e ects on the CPU to a 10 degradation, or fail to operate since it could not invoke a new process when it hit the table space limitation. Fortunately, a n umber of new operating systems MMO + 94, LMB + 96 have appeared which provide the services necessary to contain one or more executing threads within a single scheduling domain. 
Challenges for the System Designer
Independent of the speci c network architecture, the designer of a network has a set of tradeo s they must make which de ne a design space." We consider ve here:
1. Flexibility. Flexibility is a measure of the system to perform a variety of tasks. 2. Usability. Usability is a measure of the ease with which the system can be used for its intended tasks. 3. Performance. The system will have some quantitative measures by which i t is evaluated, such as throughput, delay, delay v ariation. 4. Cost. A networking system will have quanti able economic costs, such as costs for construction, operation, maintenance and continuing improvements. 5. Security. Since network systems are shared resources the designer must provide mechanisms to protect users from each other according to a policy.
It is our belief that, as in this list, security is often left until last in the design process, which results in not enough attention and emphasis being given to security. If security i s designed in, it can simply be made part of the design space in which w e search for attractive cost performance tradeo s. For example, if acceptable exibility requires downloadable software, and acceptable security means that only trusted downloadable software will be loaded, our cost and performance optimizations will re ect ideas such as minimizing dynamic checks with static pre-checks or other means. If security is not an issue, there is no point in doing this.
The designer's major challenge is nding a point or set of points in the design space which is acceptable to a large enough market segment to in uence the community of users. Sometimes this is not possible; the commercial emphasis on forwarding performance is so overwhelming that concessions to security slowing the transport plane are simply unacceptable. Fortunately, organizations have become su ciently dependent on information networks that security does sell.
In the context of active networks, the major focus of security is the set of activities which provide exibility; that is, the facility to inject new code onthe-y" into network elements. To build a secure infrastructure, rst, the infrastructure itself the checker" must be unaltered. Second, the infrastructure must provide assurance that loaded modules the dynamic checking will not violate the security properties. In general, this is very hard. Some means currently under investigation include domain-speci c languages which are easy to check e.g., PLAN, proof-carrying code NL96, Nec97 , restricted interfaces ALIEN, and distributed responsibility SANE. Currently, the most attractive point i n the design space appears to be a restricted domain-speci c language coupled to an extension system with heavyweight checks. In this way, the frequent perpacket dynamic checks are inexpensive, while focusing expensive scrutiny on the extension process. This idea is manifest in the SwitchWare active network architecture AAH + 98 .
Possible Approaches
Security of Active Networks is a broad evolving area. We will mention only some of the most directly relevant related work. In addition to the related works sections of the papers listed, we suggest Moore Moo98 as a source of additional information in this area.
Software fault isolation as a safety mechanism for mutually-suspicious modules running in the same address space was introduced in WLAG93 . This technique involves inserting run-time checks in the application code. While it has been successfully demonstrated for RISC architectures, application of the same techniques to CISC architectures remains problematic.
Typed assembly language MWCG98 propagates type safety information to the assembly language level, so assembly code can be veri ed. However, there are several security properties e.g., resource usage, which is a dynamic measure that do not easily map into the type-checking model because of the latter's static nature.
Proof-carrying code Nec97 permits arbitrary code to be executed as long as a v alid proof of safety accompanies it. While this is a very promising technique, it is not clear that all desirable security properties and policies are expressible and provable in the logic used to publish the policy and encode the proof. Used in conjunction with other mechanisms, we believe that it will prove a v ery useful security tool.
PLAN HKM + 98, HM is a part of the SwitchWare AAH + 98, SFG + 96 project at the University of Pennsylvania. The PLAN project is investigating the tradeo s brought about by using a di erent language for active packets than is used for active extensions. They have designed a new language called PLAN which is loosely based on ML MTH90 . PLAN is designed so that pure PLAN programs will not be able to violate the security policy. This policy is intended to be su ciently restrictive that node administrators will be willing to allow PLAN programs to run without requiring authentication. Because this limits the operations that can be performed, PLAN programs can call services which can either be active extensions or facilities built into the system. These services may require authentication and authorization before allowing access to the resources they protect.
The Safetynet Project WJGO98 at the University of Sussex has also designed a new language for active networking. They have explicitly enumerated what they feel are the important requirements for an active networking language and then set about designing a language to meet those requirements. In particular, they di er from PLAN in that they hope to use the type system to allow safe accumulation of state. They appear to be trying to avoid having any service layer at all. Java GJS96 and ML MTH90, Ler and the MMM Lou96 project provide security through language mechanisms. More recent versions of Java provide protection domains GS98 . Protection domains were rst introduced in Multics Sch72, Sch75, MSS77, Sal74 . These solutions are not applicable to programs written in other languages as may be the case with a heterogeneous active network with multiple execution environments, and are better suited for the applet model of execution than active networks. The need for a separate bytecode veri er is also considered by some a disadvantage, as it forces expensive in the case of Java, at least language-compliance checks prior to execution. In this area, there is some research in enhancing the understanding of the tradeo s between compilation time complexity, and bytecode size, veri cation time, and complexity.
It should be noted that language mechanisms can and sometimes do serve a s the basis of security of an active network node. Other language-based protection schemes can be found in BSP + 95, CLFL94, HCC98, L O W98, LR99, GB99 .
SANE Architecture
Previous attempts at system security h a ve not taken a holistic approach. The approaches typically focused on a major component of the system. For instance, operating system research has usually ignored the bootstrap process of the host. As a result, a trustworthy operating system is started by a n untrustworthy bootstrap! This creates serious security problems since most Operating Systems require some lower level services, e.g., rmware, for trustworthy initialization and operation. A major design goal of SANE AAKS98a w as to reduce the number and size of components that are assumed as trustworthy. A second major design goal of SANE was to provide a secure and reliable mechanism for establishing a security context for active networking. An application or node could then use that context in any manner it desired.
No practical system can avoid assumptions, however, and SANE is no different. Two assumptions are made by SANE. The rst assumption is that the physical security of the host is maintained through strict enforcement o f a p h ysical security policy. The second assumption SANE makes is the existence of a Public Key Infrastructure PKI. While a PKI is required, no assumptions are made as to the type of PKI, e.g., hierarchical or web of trust." Com89, LR97, Zim95, BFIK98, BFIK99
The overall architecture of SANE for a three-node network is shown in Figure 2 .
The initialization of each node begins with the bootstrap. Following the sucessful completion of the bootstrap, the operating system is started which loads a general purpose evaluator, e.g., a Caml Ler o r J a va GJS96 runtime. The evaluator then starts an Active Loader" which restricts the environment provided by the evaluator. Finally, the loader loads an Active Network Evaluator" ANE which accepts and evaluates active packets, e.g., PLAN HKM + 98 , Switchlet, or ANTS WGT98 . The ANE then loads the SANE module to establish a security context with each network neighbor. Following the establishment of the security context, the node is ready for secure operation within the active network.
It should be noted that the services o ered by SANE can be used by most active networking schemes. In our current system, SANE is used in conjunction with the ALIEN architecture Ale98 . ALIEN is built on top of the Caml runtime, and provides a network bytecode loader, a set of libraries, and other facilities necessary for active networking.
The following sections describe the three components of SANE. These include the AEGIS AFS97, AKFS98 bootstrap system, the ALIEN Ale98 architecture, and SANE AAH + 98, AAKS98a itself.
AEGIS Bootstrap
AEGIS AFS97 modi es the standard IBM PC process so that all executable code, except for a very small section of trustworthy code, is veri ed prior to execution by using a digital signature. This is accomplished through modi cations and additions to the BIOS Basic Input Output System. In essence, the trustworthy software serves as the root of an authentication chain that extends to the evaluator and potentially beyond, to active" packets. In the AEGIS boot process, either the Active Network element is started, or a recovery process is entered to repair any i n tegrity failure detected. Once the repair is completed, the system is restarted to ensure that the system boots. This entire process occurs without user intervention. AEGIS can also be used to maintain the hardware and software con guration of a machine.
It should be noted that AEGIS does not verify the correctness of a software component. Such a component could contain an exploitable aw. The goal of AEGIS is to prevent tampering of components that are considered trustworthy by the system administrator. AEGIS veri es the integrity of already trusted components. The nature of this trust is outside the scope of this paper. Other work on the subject of secure bootstrapping includes TY91, Yee94, Cla94, LAB92, HKK93 . A more extensive review of AEGIS and its di erences with the above systems can be found in AFS97, AKFS98 .
AEGIS Layered Boot and Recovery Process. AEGIS divides the boot
process into several levels to simplify and organize the BIOS modi cations, as shown in Figure 3 . Each increasing level adds functionality to the system, providing correspondingly higher levels of abstraction. The lowest level is Level 0. Level 0 contains the small section of trustworthy software, digital signatures, public key certi cates, and recovery code. The integrity of this level is assumed as valid. We do, however, perform an initial checksum test to identify PROM failures. The rst level contains the remainder of the usual BIOS code and the CMOS. The second level contains all of the expansion cards and their associated ROMs, if any. The third level contains the operating system boot sector. These are resident on the bootable device and are responsible for loading the operating system kernel. The fourth level contains the operating system, and the fth and nal level contains the ALIEN architecture and other active nodes.. The transition between levels in a traditional boot process is accomplished with a jump or a call instruction without any attempt at verifying the integrity of the next level. AEGIS, on the other hand, uses public key cryptography and cryptographic hashes to protect the transition from each l o wer level to the next higher one, and its recovery process through a trusted repository ensures the integrity of the next level in the event of failures AKFS98 .
The trusted repository can either be an expansion ROM board that contains veri ed copies of the required software, or it can be another Active node. If the repository is a ROM board, then simple memory copies can repair or shadow failures. In the case of a network host, the detection of an integrity failure causes the system to boot into a recovery kernel contained on the network card ROM. The recovery kernel contacts a trusted" host through the secure protocol described in AKFS98, AKS98 to recover a signed copy of the failed component. The failed component is then shadowed or repaired, and the system is restarted warm boot. The basis of the ALIEN approach is that we take a general model of computation and restrict it. Caml provides the general model and ALIEN provides the restrictions.
More precisely, Caml provides a model of computation equivalent to that of a T uring machine. By itself, this computation model is secure since it involves no shared resources. In practice, since we are running on a real machine, we h a ve denial-of-service attacks that arise because our CPU and memory resources are nite. Additionally, the actual Caml environment also includes a runtime system that, among other features, provides access to operating system primitives, which, in turn, provide access to shared resources. Further, under this runtime, memory is a shared resource. The role of ALIEN is to control the access to these shared resources and thereby ensure that a loaded program called switchlet" does not exceed its resource limits ALIEN is not responsible for determining those limits.
ALIEN itself is built of three major components. The Loader provides the interface to the Objective Caml runtime system. The Core Switchlet builds on the Loader both by providing the security-related restrictions required and by providing more generally useful interfaces to low-level functions. Finally, the libraries are sets of utility routines. Each of these pieces will be brie y covered in turn in the following paragraphs.
The Loader. The Loader provides the core of ALIEN's functionality. It provides the interface to the operating system through the language runtime plus some essential functions to allow system startup and loading of switchlets, as shown in Table 1 . Thus, it de nes the view of the world" for the rest of ALIEN. Moreover, since security i n volves interaction with either the external system or with other switchlets, the Loader provides the basis of security.
It should be noted that Loader provides mechanisms rather than policy; policies in the Core Switchlet can be changed by changing pieces of the Core Switchlet. startup routines initialize system switchlet loading dynamically load switchlets consistent with ALIEN security system console console read loop Table 1 . Loader functionality The Core Switchlet. Above the Loader is the Core Switchlet. It is responsible for providing the interface that switchlets see. It relies upon the Loader for access to operating system resources, and then layers additional mechanisms to add security and, often, utility. In providing an interface to switchlets, it determines the security policies of the system. By including or excluding any function, it can determine what switchlets can or cannot do. Since it is loadable, the administrator can change or upgrade its pieces as necessary. This also allows for changes in the security policy.
The policies of the Core Switchlet are enforced through a combination of module thinning and type safety. T ype safety ensures that a switchlet can only access data or call functions that it can name. This allows implementations of ALIEN that run in a single address space, thus avoiding the overheads normally associated with crossing hardware-enforced boundaries. NFP99 .
Module thinning allows the Core Switchlet to present a limited interface to switchlets. Combining this with type safety, switchlets can be prevented from calling functions or accessing data even though they share an address space. It is even possible to di erentiate switchlets so as to provide a rich interface to a trusted switchlet or to provide a very limited interface to an anonymous switchlet. Similar approaches have been taken in LR99, BSP + 95, vE99 .
In many w ays, the interface that the Core Switchlet presents to switchlets and libraries is like the system call interface that a kernel presents to applications. Through design of the interface the system can control access to underlying resources. With a w ell-designed interface, the caller can combine the functions provided to get useful work done. Table 2 shows the functionality provided by the Core Switchlet.
language primitives policy for access to the basic functions of the language operating system access policy for access to the operating system calls network access policy and mechanism for access to the network thread access policy for access to threads primitives loading support policy and mechanism to support loading of switchlets message logging policy and mechanism for adding messages to the log le Table 2 . Core Switchlet functionality
Because we are implementing a network node, access to the network is particularly important. Generally this consists of allowing switchlets to discover information about the interfaces on the machines and the attached networks, receive packets, and send packets. One element of this task which is particularly important is the demultiplexing of incoming packets. The Core Switchlet must be able to determine whether zero, one, or more than one switchlet is interested in an arriving packet. If more than one switchlet is interested in the packet, policy should dictate which switchlet or switchlets receive a copy of the packet. Security i s an important element of the decision as a switchlet should be able to be certain that it will get all packets that it should receive under the policy, and should not be able to get any packets that it should not receive under the policy. Without such security, denial-of-service attacks and information stealing are quite easy.
The Library. The library is a set of functions which provide useful routines that do not require privilege to run. The proper set of functions for the library is a continuing area of research. Some of the things that are in the library for the experiments we h a ve performed include utility functions and implementations of IP and UDP Pos80 .
Locating Functionality. When expanding our implementation, it is not always obvious in which l a yer the new functionality belongs. In this section, we present the principles we use to make this determination. Our rst principle is that if the functionality can be implemented in a library, i t should be. Said another way, if the functions exposed by the Core Switchlet or available from other libraries provide the infrastructure needed to implement the new functionality, a library is warranted.
If the new functionality relies on some element of the runtime not made available to unprivileged code, then either the Loader or the Core Switchlet must be expanded. Because these elements de ne the common, expected interface available at the switch, we attempt to keep them small to minimize the required resources. Therefore, our second principle is that we prefer to break o the smallest reasonable portion of the new functionality consistent with security that can be implemented in the privileged parts of the system. The remainder becomes a library. In our experience this also aids generality, as the privileged portion is often useful to other libraries developed later. For example, to implement I P , w e built a small module inside the Core Switchlet which reads Ethernet frames from the operating system. It also demultiplexes the frames based on the Ethernet type eld to increase generality. The remainder of IP, which processes headers, could then be made a non-privileged library.
Our third principle is that if this privileged functionality sets policy, it needs to go into the Core Switchlet. As discussed above, policy must be set in the Core Switchlet so that the loading mechanism can be used as needed to change policy. Our nal principal is any functionality that provides pure mechanism is placed in the Core Switchlet unless it is needed before the Core Switchlet can be running.
SANE Services
SANE builds on AEGIS and ALIEN in order to provide security services for an active network. We believe that these services are required for the deployment o f a robust active infrastructure. This is not to say that they contain all the security mechanisms one would ever want. Rather, they are basic building blocks needed for possibly more advanced mechanisms. These services include:
Cryptographic primitives, provided as ALIEN libraries. A number of symmetric NBS77 and public-key NIS94 cryptosystems and hash NIS95 functions are made available for use by programmers and other system components. These are building blocks for cryptographic protocols and other mechanisms that provide higher-order security primitives.
Packet authentication. This can be achieved through signing the packet with a public-key algorithm, or using some secret key method, like a M A C. Authentication can be used in a number of di erent contexts: When dynamically loading switchlets over the network, to ensure code integrity and proper access authorization resource allocation. Similarly, when transmitting data over the network, to ensure data integrity, and packet-ow isolation. This latter may form the basis for economic tra c-management s c hemes, if the authentication mechanisms prove lightweight enough. Public-key authentication allows for zero-roundtrip authentication, since no negotiation is required, but is relatively heavy-weight computationally and is subject to some replay attacks in the absence of node-persistent state or synchronized clocks Syv94, Gon92 in the network switches. This form of authentication is well-suited to mobile-agent t ypes of applications, such a s some active network management s c hemes PJ96 , or where data generated on a switch needs to be securely combined with the code. Secret-key based authentication is faster, and thus better suited for bulk transport. For scalability reasons however, it needs to be automated, and thus needs some public-key infrastructure to base the authentication on. The cost of the automated key establishment can be easily amortized after transmitting even a small amount of data. Packet con dentiality encryption. The same issues with regards to public vs. secret key authentication are present here. The uses of this service are analogous to the packet authentication service. A key establishment protocol KEP, which allows two principals in the network to establish secret keys and exchange certi cates. The protocol is also used in bootstrap failure-recovery in AEGIS AKFS98 and is based on the Station-to-Station DvOW92 protocol, using Di e-Hellman DH76 k ey exchange and DSA NIS94 or other public-key signatures. This protocol is used in three di erent roles:
1. Secure boostrap component recovery in AEGIS, as we discussed in Section3.1. 2. Secure neighbor discovery once the node boots. Similar to verifying the network cards and software components in AEGIS, at this stage the node veri es the immediate network topology and establishes trust between adjacent" switches. The shared secret keys established in this manner can be used for hop-by-hop secure transmission of data or code, which i s a requirement for some mobile-agent t ypes of applications. Other critical infrastructure information can be secured by this mechanism as well, e.g., routing updates. 3. Session-key establishment, principal authentication and authorization.
The shared secret keys can be used to secure the communications of any t wo principals in the network. Furthermore, principals can authenticate each other and exchange authorization credentials. For example, a user can verify the identity of a switch he needs to load a program on, while the switch can determine whether the user has permission to do so, and what other restrictions apply. We make use of KeyNote BFIK98, BFIK99 credentials to provide this functionality. These credentials specify the resource usage and access control policies that ALIEN enforces. Administrative domains allow a set of network elements under the same administrative control to restrict security requirements when communicating with each other. In such a con guration, border" elements act as presentday rewalls and can require e.g., a n umber of iterations of KEP to establish all the problem credentials. They can then mark the active packets such that further negotiation in order to determine credentials is not needed by the interior" switches. In essense, these active rewalls" act as introducers of outsiders" in a closed system. Administrative domains are built on top of secure packet exchange, in conjunction with the key management protocol. Naming services allow for unsupervised but collision-free 1 secure identication of programs. The basis of this approach is to combine hashes of the code, public keys and signatures, and user-de ned strings to generate names" for pieces of code. Thus, a certain program can have di erent names, each with di erent semantics and trust dependencies. Such a service is necessary in an active network environment where di erent users' modules can explicitly interact with, or even depend on, each other. For more details, see AAKS98a .
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented an overview of the programmable network architectures called Active Networks" and illustrated the security issues facing the architects of such systems. While the goal of Active Networks is to increase the set of design options available in distributed systems, the exibility of a programmable infrastructure introduces considerable burdens for control and management. We have outlined, and illustrated in some detail, strategies for coping with some of these issues. Many issues currently remain unresolved, and are thus important directions for future work.
First and foremost is the requirement that newly con gured functionality not damage the network as an aggregate, in addition to not damaging the network element into which it is con gured. The means for attacking such problems remains unclear, but two of the more promising approaches are the use of formal languages and methods for distributed concurrent systems such as CSP Hoa78, Hoa84 , and the use of economic methods to deal with aggregate costs which accrue in a distributed fashion.
The second important direction is time-sensitive resource access, where Quality of Service QoS is part of the resource access model to which the security architecture applies. Much of the fundamental work of computer security has been based on a time-independent model of resource access, to which symbolic logic and formal methods can be applied. However, as any user of information, whether secure" or insecure" is well aware, if the information doesn't get there in time, it is useless. If the service is not provided, it has failed. Thus we h a ve t o push our security models to re ect time, so that service or the attackers goal, denial-of-service" is as rst class as identi cation or access control in network security architectures.
Finally, w e m ust worry about scale. Some of the solutions we h a ve discussed here work well in the small but must be automated to permit scaling to large systems. For example, the SANE model of permitting resource access to trusted entities presumes trust establishment and trust speci cation. In a multi-million node network, such trust management m ust be carried out automatically, and must be globally speci ed using human-comprehensible policies rather than node-node relationships.
